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SPECTRAL RESPONSE OF AN ELASTIC SPHERE 
TO D IPOLAR POINT-SOURCES 
BY ARI BEN-MENAHE~ 
ABSTRACT 
A stratified elastic sphere is excited by an harmonic dipolar source of arbitrary orientation and 
depth. The total field is expanded in series of vector spherical harmonics and then condensed 
into a convenient form of a displacement dyadic. The ttaskell-Gilbert matrix method is em- 
ployed to obtain the radial factor of the displacements for a multilayered sphere. The depend- 
ence of the field on the azimuth angle and the fault elements i obtained for the case of a double- 
couple at depth. Expressions are also developed for the radiation pattern of surface waves over 
a spherical stratified earth. 
INTRODUCTION 
The numerical solution of Lamb's problem for a stratified sphere will undoubtedly 
equip seismologists with a useful working model. Most studies in this direction were 
hitherto restricted to calculations of periods and dispersion curves. In some cases, 
relative spectral amplitudes were computed for very special sources such as 
torques, volume injections and similar devices which were chosen solely to excite 
a particular part of the total field and simplify the analysis. 
Recent studies of earthquake sources from spectrums of surface waves disclosed 
that the equivalent force system as seen through the spectral window 50-400 sec 
at the far field is that of a double-couple. Analysis of first motions of body waves 
from numerous hocks also favoured the dipolar source, although not necessarily 
of the double-couple type. 
To meet he needs of future observations, a combination of realistic sources and 
earth models is required. As a first step toward this goal, Ben-Menahem and Hark- 
rider (1964) gave numerical solutions for the spectral response of a stratified half- 
space to dipolar excitations. The present paper consists of a theoretical extension 
of the former results to ultra-long surface waves (T  < 500 sec) which are affected 
by the earth curvature but do not experience the effects of the core and the gravi- 
tational forces. 
Propagation of seismic waves from point sources in a sphere were considered 
from various angles. Jobert (1955) investigated the curvature ffect on Love waves 
in a spherical ayer. Yanovskaya (1958) followed with the curvature effect on 
Rayleigh waves excited by a vertical singlet. Pekeris and Jarosch (1958) computed 
spheroidal free oscillations for a real earth model. Gilbert and MacDonald (1960) 
extended the Haskell matrix method to a layered sphere and computed toroidal 
oscillations and surface amplitudes for various earth models. 
In  this paper we have adapted with minor changes the nomenclature of Gilbert 
and MacDonald (1960). A spherical system is set up at the center of a sphere of 
radius R = a. Three unit vectors (aRa0a~) are drawn in the direction of increasing 
R, 0 and e so as to constitute a lefthand base system. 
The basic solutions of the scalar wave equation V2¢ + K2¢ = 0 are zdKR) 
P~m(cos 0)e ±~m~ where in our case zdKR) refers to the spherical Bessel function 
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of the second kind and P~'~(cos 0) the associated Legendre functions of the first 
kind, order 1 and degree m (defined as in Morse and Feshbaeh, 1953). The symbol 
~o)z designates the angular frequency of the n-th normal mode of order 1. 
BASIC SOLUTIONS AND SOURCE REPRESENTATION 
The vibrations of an elastic sphere may be expressed as a linear combination 
of three vector functions L, M, N 
L(.~i ~) = P~ z/(~) + ~/~(~ + I>B~ z~(~)/~ (1) 
M(1,2) ~ = v/~(~ + 1)c~ z,(¢) (2) 
N(~½ '2) = t(l + 1)Pm~ zt(~)/fl + %/l(1 + 1)B~ ~ [f~zz(~)] (3) 
a = K ,R  ~ = K~R 
The superscripts (1, 2) refer to the cases zl = h i  (1) and zl = h~ (2) respectively. 
The trio Pmz, C~,  B~ is a set of mutually orthogonal vector spherical harmonics 
(Morse and Feshbach, 1953) which are constructed from basic solutions of the 
scalar ttelmholtz wave equation 
im~ m P~z = are Pz (cos0) (4) 
~ ~ e~m~ 0P~(cos O) im e Pl (cos 0) -- a~ V~(z + ~)c,.~ = ~ 
sm 0 00 
(5) 
p m i])~ im~ m ei.~vO t (cosO)+ a~ e Pt (cosO) (6) 
%/l(I ~- l)B.a -- ao O0 s i~  
The irrotational solution L~(~i 2~ represents longitudinal motion (P-wave) with a 
radial component along the vector P~z and a transverse component aligned with 
Bmz. The solenoidal solution M~z renders a pure tangential motion and therefore 
is used to represent SH waves. Likewise, Nmz represents motion of the SV type. 
Further properties of these vectors are found in the reference cited above. 
We next proceed to construct our basic localized directional sources from the 
vector spherical harmonics. We start with the vertical upward force located at the 
pole 0 = 0 ~ = 0. Clearly, this force is expressible in terms of the vectors Pmz alone 
with m = 0 because of symmetry. Employing the orthogonality relations for the 
vector spherical harmonics over a sphere with radius 0 < R~+I _-_ a 
27r ;r 
fo d~fo (Pot'Po.)* s in0d0= 4~-/(2/+ 1) (7) 
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we obtain the representation 
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NeM(P) ~__ Fo 5 (21 + 1)POl 
Rz+l sin 8 aR = 4~R,2+~ HI (8) 
One may verify that the right side of equation (8) is indeed a delta function. Con- 
sider, for example, the generating function for the Legend& polynomials, 
z$ TZPZ(COS 0) = (1 - 2 r cos e + T2)-1’2 T < 1 (9) 
A differentiation with respect to 7 followed by two arithmetic operations yields 
f(T, 0) = g 7y2z + l)Pl(COS e) = 
1 - T2 
(1 - 27 cos 0 + 72)3’2 (10) 
But 
for 0 # 0 
for 8 = 0 
Indicating that f( 1,0) is the desired function. 
The corresponding representation for an horizontal localized force is obtained 
in a similar way. We assume a possible expansion in terms of the surface vector 
harmonics C,i and B,l 
Using the orthogonality relations, 
s 0 2x .I’ 0 ?r ~L~.BL) -0 I 211 & sin 0 d0 = dp .I or (C&,X&) sin 6 d6’ 
together with the limits 
lim Pz”(cos 0) 
sin 6 
= lirn dPz”(cos ‘> = ‘(’ + ‘) * 
aI9 2 ml B-0 LO 
we obtain for the unknown coefficients in equation (11) 
Jt = iJ1 
(13) 
(14) 
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substituting these values in equation (11) we finally have, 
~(0)~(~,) ao- F~ ~ (2l+ 1){Bn-iC~} 
R~+~ sin 0 4~rR~+~ ~=~ x/l(1 + (15) 
where the sum starts at 1 = 1. Although the limits B~/l, C~/1 exist for l = 0, 
the sum from zero to infinity will not represent a delta function (see Appendix 1). 
VECTOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS, ~/[ATRIX I~ELATIONS AND THE 
COMPLETE SINGLET DISPLACEMENT FIELD 
As stated before, we consider a spherical earth made up of N concentric homoge- 
neous layers. 
We assign the label R1 = b to the core and RN+~ = a to the free surface. Let R~. 
be the inner radius of any layer and R~+~ the outer radius of the source layer with 
the source location at R = R~+I, 0 = 0, ~ = 0. 
We assign to each layer three vector fields L~,z (~'2), M~,z (1'2) and N~,~ (1'2), with 
the exception of the core for which we assign the vectors L~,z a) and N~,~ (~) 
Consider first the vertical upward-force. Constructing the field in the j-th layer 
by means of a linear combination of outgoing and incoming radial functions, we 
expand the total displacement field sUez in terms of the vector spherical harmonics 
(eqs. (1)-(6)). 
7. t (2) sUmz = {sDmzhz'(1)(a) + jEm~ ,~z (a)  + jF~,z l(l + 1)hzm(fl)/f7 
+ sG.~ l(1 + 1)hz(2)(fT)/fi}e.~z + ~/~){ jD~ hza)(a)/a (16) 
where the coefficients iDm, ~E~, etc. are the strengths of the multipole field to be 
determined by the boundary and source conditions. 
To obtain the components ofthe radial stress TR in terms of the layer coefficients, 
we use the vector representation (X and ~ are Lain6 constants) 
OU 1 } 
TR = XaRd ivU+ 2~ ~-~+~(aRX curlU) (17) 
which upon the substitution of jUm~ from equation (16) will render the radial stress 
vector in terms of the vectors Pm, Bm and the unknown layer coefficients. Follow- 
ing the convenient procedure of Gilbert and MacDonald (1960) we construct the 
spheroidal layer matrix as which relates the displacements and radial stresses in 
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All physical constants relate to the j-th layer. URR, Uoo are the radial factors of 
the total displacement in the directions of the vectors Pmz and Bm~ respectively. 
The coefficient D, E, F, and G have the physical dimension of spectral length (cm 
X sec). ~ = K~R, fl = K~R. 
Boundary conditions require continuity of URR, Ue~, TRR and T0~ at each of 
the (N + 1) interfaces, except at the source level where we have from equation (8) 
(Ta.)~+~- (TRR). = L0/4~rR~+~ at R = R~+~ (19) 
One next relates the stress and displacement a the level R; to the same quantities 
at level Ry+~ by means of the layer matrix. Repeating this step for each interface 
and taking into account he source condition as given in equation (19) one is able 
to evaluate the unknown layer coefficients. The explicit expressions for the total 
surficial displacement field becomes 
where 
U,R Foe i~t ~, 
- -  4~ 2 (2/ + 1)Pz(cos O)N,R((,, R~+~, l)
Rs+I  l=0 
UoR = Foe i~t ~ aPz(cos o) 
4~ru~  2 (21 q- 1) NoR(x, R~+I, l) R~+I l=o O0 




c~ c,~ cL~ c ~ - -  32  
NRR = (23) 
c~5 c5  - c~ c~ 1 
c~ c~ 1 - c~ cf~ 
NoR = ~ 24  G~ C N 4~ - C32 Ci~l 
and C{k are the elements of the matrix e y defined by 
e j = (~1(J¢~2 " ' "  (~j  (25) 
(~ = aj(Rj)a~-l(R~+l) (26) 
(~j is the layer matrix in equation (18). Further general properties of these matrices 
for the case of a stratified half-space were explored by Harkrider (1964). 
We turn now to evaluate the response of the medium to an horizontal force, 
pointing in the direction of the increasing colatitudinal ngle 0. The derivation of 
the layer matrix proceeds similarly to the derivation of the matrix (~j for the verti- 
cal force. There are here six equations for each interface which split into two in- 
dependent groups: two equations for the toroidal motion in the coefficients A, B 
and four equations in the coefficients D, E, F, and G for the spheroidal motion. 
The toroidal layer-matrix is defined by: 
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refers to the radial factor of the toroidal field. This field is given explicitly by 
/q e ~ ~ (2 /+ 1) P~ (cos 0) Ne(o~, R~+,, 1) (28) 
Uee - 4rrt** R~+I cos ~ ,=1 l(I + 1) sin 
-F~ e ~' ~ (2Z + 1) U~e - 4 2 sin ~ z_~ aP~ (cos 0) N~(c0, R,+I, l) (29) 
7r#, R,+I z=I 1(1 -t- 1) 00 
where 
= d ~ / d  ~ Ne = N~ 2~/ 22 (30) 
and d~k is defined with respect o the toroidal matrix analogous to the definition of 
Ci~ with respect o the spheroidal matrix. Equation (30) was previously derived 
by Gilbert and MacDonald (1960). 
The spheroidal matrix for the horizontal force is identical with that for the verti- 
cal force, since this matrix is a property of the medium and not of the source. The 
surface displacements for this case become 
F1 e i've ~ (2[ -~- 1) 1 
- Pz (cos O)NRo(oo, R~+I, 1) (31) 
= - cos~ l ( l+  1) URe 4rrR~+l t*~ z=l 
F1 e ~t ~ (21 q- 1) 01O/I(cos 0) Noo(oo, Rs+l, 1) (32) 
- ~ cos ~ l(I q- 1) 00 Uee 47r/ +1 #~ l=i 
P, (cos 0) N,e(~, Rs+l, l) (33) U¢o F1 e i~t (2l "~- 1 ) 1 
- o sin ~ l(l -~- 1) sin 0 4rrR~+l t*~ ~=~ 
with 
s N s N 
N,e = Ca4 C4~ - C44 C.~2 (34) 
C.~ C ~ - C~ C~1 
C~4 C4N2 - C~4 C4N1 
N,,e = Nee = (35) 
c ~q c5 - c~ c~ 
THE DISPLACEMENT DYADIC AND THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
DIPOLAR DISPLACEMENT I~IELD 
I t  was shown in a previous article (Ben-Menahem and Harkrider, 1964) that 
one may obtain the medium response to dipolar sources from the basic singlet 
transfer function NRR, N6R, Ne, NoR and Nee given earlier in equations (23), (24), 
(30), (34) and (35). Proceeding along the same lines, we consider a single force 
F bound at R = Rs+l, 0 = 0, ~ = 0, with unrestricted orientation. We express 
this vector in the source coordinate system in the form: 
F -- IFl{sin h sin 6aR + cos ha0 + sin h cos 6a,} (36) 
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If one associates with this motion vector a fault striking in the ao direction, 
then one will be able to interpret ~ as the dip angle (taken positively downward 
from the free surface) and X as the slip angle (taken positively counter-clockwise 
from the positive strike direction in the plane of motion). The convention is fol- 
lowed that all three force components are positive on the hanging-wall side of a 
reverse left lateral fault. 
The displacement field due to F is constructed from the vertical force response 
(equations 20-22) with F0 = sin X sin ~ plus the colatitudinM response (equations 
28-33) with F~ = cos X. The contribution from the azimuthal component is ob- 
tained by setting the value sin X cos ~ for F~ in equations 28-31, and then rotating 
these solutions by (-7r/2) radians in the ~ direction. The spectral response of the 
layered sphere to the excitation F(i~) is given by the totality of these solutions. 
It is convenient to define the singlet displacement dyadic whose element Ujk is 
the displacement cpmponent in the aj direction (j = R, 0,) due to a unit force in the 
a~ direction (k = R, 0,). Suppressing the summation over l, together with the com- 
mon factor e¢~t/4~g~R~2+l, we shall have for these elements: 
First row from left (total vertical displacement) 
URR = (2l + 1)Pz(cos O)NRa 
(2 /+ 1) 
URO - -  ~(z + 1) 
1 O)N.o" cos ,,Pz (cos 
(2l + 1) 
- ~P~ (cos O)NRo UR~ "I(l -}- 1) sin 
1 = 0 ,1 ,2 , . . -  




Second row (total colatitudinal displacement) 
UoR = (2l-t- 1) 0Pt(cos0) NoR l=  0 ,1 ,2 , - . .  (40) 
00 
P~ (cos o) o) (2 l  + 1) ~{OP~I(:;s O) 1 
Uoo l(1 -t- 1~ cos Noo -4- s-~n O N (41) 
(2l + 1) . f0PzI(cos 0) Pzl(cos 0) 01 
Uo~ - l(t + 1) sm~\  ~-~ N00 + s-~n0 N (42) 
Third row (total azimuthal displacement) 
U~ = 0 (43) 
(2l + 1) ~P~l(cos 0) 0P~l(cos 0) N01 (44) 
U~o - l(l -4- 1) s in~ s-~O Nee 00 
U~ (2l + 1) l ( l   1) cos ~ {P~l~ic:~ 0) Noo OP~l(c°SO) No~o0 (45) 
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The total field due to the excitation F(i~0) can now be written in the convenient 
matrix form as the inner product of the displacement dyadic and the force vector, 
I 
U~;~ ~UR~ URo UR~'][-sinXsinll 
uo l = luo  uoo l !  cosx  
U~ J [_0 U~o U~_]l_sin X cos 
(46) 
The superscript s indicates that the field is due to a single force. 
To obtain the field due to a couple source (dipole with moment) at the origin 
(R = R~+I, 0 = 0, ~ = 0) we introduce the vector n which is orthogonal both to 
F and to the plane of motion 
n = In l{cos ~a~ - sin ~a~} (47) 
The total displacement U ~ at the recording station (R = a, 0, ~) is obtained by 
the application of a differential dyadic operator to the singlet field, 
U~= (n. grad( ...... ))U" (48) 
The gradient should be taken in the coordinate system of the source, since the 
displacement U" is expressed in the same system. However, the construction of the 
multipole source is actually done by differentiating the single force in the station 
system. Thus we must operate on the physical components of the gradient vector 
by an orthogonal transformation which corresponds to the two rotations necessary 
to move the station system back to the source system. It then follows from equa- 
tions (47) and (48) 
UC = 
~l l  cos0 
0 I --sin 0 
_ sin ~ J~ 0 
sin 0 cos 
cos  0 cos  
--sin 
sin 0:sin 







R sin 00g,_ 
• U s (49) 
The dyadic operator to the left of U s transforms each component of U s into the 
corresponding component of U ~. 
The motion due to a double couple is obtained by the construction ofan additional 
couple in which the roles of the force F and the normal n have been interchanged 
and the superposition of this field on the original couple field. The first stage is 
fulfilled merely by interchanging the force-components column in equation (46) 
by the normal components column in equation (49). 
The final results can be given in a form which emphasizes the dependence on the 
azimuth angle ~, 
U3C/(21 q- 1) = (a0 sin X sin 2~) + (a~ sin X cos 2~) sin 
-1- (a2 cos X cos ~) cos ~ q- (a3 cos X sin 5) sin 2~ q- (a4 sin X sin 2~) cos 2~ 
(50) 
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where 
a0 - 
1 1 Pz (cos O) Nm 
21(l + 1) sin 0 Rs+I 
I 1 ONRo NRs 1 
+ sin OP~(cos O) 2l(1 + 1) OR~+~ R~+IA 
I 1 0ptl(cos 0) NRo P/cos  0) ONRR~ 
+ cos 0 21(1 + 1) 00 R8+1 0R.+I.J 
1 [ 1 ONto NRR 1 
al = a2 = --cos OPl (cos 0) i(l + 1) OR~+~ R~+~J 
+ s in  0 
1 
a3 = --2a4 = sin 0 Pz (cos O) ONto 
l(l + 1) OR.+~ 
I O pzl(cos 0) NRo Pl(eos 0) ONRR1 OR.+~A 
1 OPz (cos 0) 




Each term in the coefficients a~ passes to a finite limit as R0 -+ ~. It  can be readily 
checked with the aid of Appendix 3 that these liniits reduce to the corresponding 
coefficients given by Ben-Menahem and Harkrider (1964) for the stratified half- 
space. 
Likewise, 
U~DC/(21 + 1) = (bl cos X cos ~) sin q~ + (b2 sin X cos 28) cos 
+ (ba sin ). sin 28) sin 29 + (be cos X sin 8) cos 29 
(54) 
bl z - b2 
_ sin 0 VN°° 0 ~Pzl(cos O).\ 
l(i ~- ]) [_R.+I ~[ ]  s~lnnO J 
.~r 1[ 1 No o z ~eos O) 
R~+I 005 
cos 0 FP~l(cos 0) ONoo 
l(1 + 1) " L si~nO OR.+I 
OPl'(COS 0) ONo 1 
O0 OR,J 
1 VP,I(cos O) OP, 1 ] 
2b3 = b4 = l(l + 1) sin0R.+,L Z O Neo - O0  No 
s in  0 WPl l (cosO)  ONoo optl(cos O) ONo 1 
l(1 + 1) [_ s~-n0 0/~s__ 1 00 ~ J  
cos o [Xoo o fP,I(cos o!\ 
J 
NO 2 1 7 0 Pz (cos O) 
J R~ O0 ~ 
(55) 
(56) 
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and 
UoDC/(2I + 1) = (co sin X sin 26) + (c~ sin X cos 26) sin 
q- (c2 cos X cos 6) cos ~ q- (ca cos X sin 6) sin 2¢ -k (c4 sin X sin 26) cos 2~ 
(57) 
where 
Pz (cos 0) _ 1 1 [OPz(cosO) I 
co 21(1 + 1) R~+~ sin 0 [_ O0 Noo + ~m O 
F02pz(eos 0) NoR 1 fOPta(eos O) ON,,o 
+ sin 0 [_ ~ R~+~ + 2l(l + 1) L ~ OR,~+, 
PtI(eosO) ONoll FOPt(eosO) ONoR 
-4- sin 0 OR~+~J.J -- cos 0 k 00 0R~,+~ 
(5s) 
1 foep~l(eosO) Noo opzl(eosO) No} 1 
- -  2l(l -4- li ~ O0 ~ R,+a -t- 00 sin 0 R~+, 
I 2 i 1 ii 1 fO Pz (cos 0) Noo 0 P~ (cos 0) No 
c~ = c2 = sin 0 l ( l+ 1) (  ~ R~+~ +00 sin0 
0Pz(eos 0) ONoR ~ [ 1 ~0P~l(eos O) ONoo (59) 
O0 OR~+~J - cos 0 l(l + 1) ~ O0 OR,+~ 
Pzl(eos O) ONo ~ 02Pz(eos O) Ne~-] 
+ + 00. R.+,j 
_ p1  1 sin 0 [0 ' (cos 0) ONoo P, (cos 0) ONo ] 
Ca = --2c4 l ( i+  1) k O0 OR~+~ -t- s~nn O OR~+~_] 
2 1 1 1 "7 cos0 FOPz(cos0)  Noo Noo 0 Pz(cosO) 0 P~(eos0) No 
q- !(1 q- 1) [_ 00 ~ R8+1 -t- R~+--~ 00 sin 0 -t- 00 sin 0 RT+IJ (60) 
p1 1 1 1 r0 z (cos 0) Pt (cos 0) 
- l(l -t- 1)R~ sin 0 [_ ~ Noo -t- s~nO No 
If one wishes, one may further simplify the coefficients a~, bi and ci by using the 
relation (1-2). The present form, however, lends itself easier to approximations. 
The foregoing equations (50)-(60) express the total field in and on the sphere 
due to a double-couple source at depth R = R8+1 • The dependence of the displace- 
ments on the azimuth angle ~, generally known as the 'radiation pattern' is some- 
what similar to the parallel ease of the half-space. However, one of the striking 
differences is the non-vanishing of the derivatives with respect o the depth for a 
vertical fault (6 = 90 °) because of the earth's curvature. 
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Note also that both the radial and the colatitudinal displacements have terms 
which are independent of the azimuth angle. 
The mode ~So(1 = 0) known as the 'radial mode' produces the simplest field, 
U s = sin X sin ~NRR 
U c = sin X sin ~(sin ~ sin 0 sin ~ - cos ~ cos 0) ONRR 
OR,+1 
U De = - {cos X cos ~ sin 0 cos 
(61) 
0NR~ 
+ sin X(sia 26 cos 0 + cos 26 sin 0 sin ~) } OR,+1 
The complexity of the displacement field starts at once already for 1 = 1. To 
get further information about the relative amplitudes of the components, numeri- 
cal calculations must be applied. 
LONG-PERIOD SURFACE WAVES 
The formal results which were obtained in the previous paragraphs can be used 
to evaluate the amplitude response functions for surface waves with periods up to 
450 sec (l >= 14, X0 _-< 3000 kin). For longer periods (lower values of l) one must 
consider the effect of the gravitational forces and the presence of the earth's core. 
From a practical point of view this threshold is also dictated by our ability to 
observe these long periods with sufficient amount of power in individual spectrums 
of surface waves. We found from the analysis of records of some major earthquakes 
that waves longer than 450 sec do not have sufficient power in G~-Gs and R~-Rs.  
Arrivals of higher order interfere with each other and therefore cannot be con- 
sidered as transients any longer. 
Ben-Menahem and Harkrider (1964) computed the amplitude and phase re- 
sponse of a layered flat earth to a class of spatial excitation functions. Their scheme 
can be reformulated for a spherical earth and their results can thus be extended to 
the above period threshold. 
To separate the surface waves from the complete displacement field, we apply 
Watson's transformation to each element of the 'field dyadic'. Denoting the surface 
wave contribution of each element by a bar superscript, we have for example 
sin, z ;°F(z' v, [cos - o)1 (62) 
C N C N N N where lq is the q4h root of the transcendental period equation F = 3~ 42 -- C32C41 
0 with 1 as a continuous variable and N s ~ s N = = C3~C42 - C4aC~ (see equation (23)). 
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Each root represents a different mode and the sum extends over the infinite mode 
set. 
Next we use the well-known asymptotic expansion of P~(cos 0) and decompose 
the standing oscillation in equation (64) into two waves travelling in opposite 
directions, 
P; ( cos0)~ 2~lsin0 expi l+  0 -m~- -  
l>>m e < O < ~-  e 1~1 
This approximation i troduces an error of about 2.0 per cent at T = 450 sec 
and 1.0 per cent at T = 325 sec. If an additional term of the expansion is taken, 
the error is decreased to 0.14 per cent at T -- 450 sec and .05 per cent at T = 325 
sec. Theroleof the factor (sin ~l) -1 = -2  ~=0 ( - )e  exp [-~i( l  + ½) (1 -4- 2P)] 
constitutes in generating the multiple arrivals around the sphere. If we consider 
only the first arrival of the q-th mode along the minor arc, we may rewrite equation 
(62) in the form 
0. .  : o (64) 
The numerical evaluation of the amplitude factor for the dipolar esponse functions 
requires the following operations: 
1) Solving for the roots lq of the period equation F(l, ~) = 0. This has been 
carried out successfully in an earth-stretching approximation (Anderson and 
Toksoz, 1963) up to period of 475 sec (l => 14). 
2) Computation ofN(lq, ~, R~+I) and its first derivative with depth ON/OR~+I. 
Although this was done by Harkrider (1964) for a flat layering only, his pro- 
gram can be fitted to a spherical layering with no considerable changes. 
3) The evaluation of the derivative OF(l, w)/O1 does not pose serious difficulties. 
Here one has two alternatives: We may use the identity dF = 0, and thence 
OF Uo OF 
O1 a 0~ 
(65) 
where Ug = a(Oo>/Ol) is the group velocity. Since F incorporates already deriva- 
tives with respect o K~IR~ and K~iR~, no new programming subroutine will be 
called for. 
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The second choice is to write (Oj~/Ol)l=z~ = (Ojlq/alq)zq=l and use the known 
relations (Oberhettinger, 1958) 
Onlq(Z) 
O{q /q=o 
= jo(z)Ci(2z) + no(z)Si(2z) 
= jo(z)[Si(2z) - 7r] - no(z)C~(2z) 
(66) 
(67) 
The recurrence relations for the spherical Bessel functions enable us to generalize 
these relations for an arbitrary integer lq = l. 
I t  remains to obtain the coefficients a¢, b~ and c~ for this case. If we exclude the 
polar regions 0 N 0 < 00 we may assume that I sin 0 >> 1 and R~+~ sin 0 >> 1. Under 
these conditions, the coefficients undergo a considerable simplification. Suppressing 
a common factor cos OP~ (cos 0) we find, 
F NRo oNRR 7 [R~ONRo N..I (68) 
ao = L2R~+~ OR~+~A + ie ~ OR~+~ 
I 1 10N.ol ~NRo R~+I ONR~ 1
l oR~+:J (69) 
a:s = -2a4  - NR0 + is R~+I aNRs (70) 
R~+~ 12 aR,+~ 
bl = --b2 - ONe i~Ns (71) 
OR~+I 
/~+i ONe 1 Ne + e -  (72) b4 = 2b3 = i R~+~ 1 aR~+i 
FONoR 1 Ns6~ [~ i10Nss  1NoR 1 (73) Co = il L0~+ ~ 2 R~+~J + e OR~+~ 
RS@I ORs+X_] -~ is RS@I ORs-]-I 
1 R~+I ONss 
c3 = - i  ~ Noo + ~ l OR~+I (75) 
The factor s = (l/R~+l)tgO is due to the curvature of the sphere. If  one compares 
the coefficients in equations (68-75) with the corresponding coefficients for the 
case of the half-space (Ben-Menahem and Harkrider, 1964) one will find that the 
two sets of expressions become identical for s = 0. Hence we identify the terms which 
include ~ as the curvature correction. The functions NRR, NR0, Nes, No are trans- 
formed into the corresponding half-space functions N=, N~,., Nr.~, Nrr, and No. 
Note that the curvature introduces additional phase shifts. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Equation (15) can also be written as 
(2/d- 1 ) /P t  (cos 0) 
COS ~Z~ EI=I l(t -1- 1) ~" S~-0 
1 } 
+ OPt (cos 0) = 4~r 8(0)5(¢) (1-1) 
00 sin 0 
We wish to prove that the infinite sum is indeed a delta function. We make use of 
some known relations between the Legendr~ functions (Morse and Feshbach, 
1953) 
1 OPz (cos 0) Pll(eos 0) 
+ cos 0 - -  - = l(1 + 1) Pl(eos 0) (1-2) 
00 sin 0 
(2 /+ 1) p1 Pl-~(cos 0) -- Pl+~(eos 0) (1-3) 
l(1 + 1) z (cos 0) = sin 0 
Consequently 
(2l d- 1) [Nil(cos 0) 
l ( l+ 1) k s~nO 
+ OPI (cos0) = (2 /+ 1)Pl(eos0) 
00 
+ i - s in  2eOs0IPl-l(eOs0)-0 Pl+l(c°s0)l 
(1-4) 
summing over 1 we find 
p1 p1 1 (2z+1)  (cos0) o l(eoso) 
i=~ l ( l+ 1) k s~O + 00 
= ~ (2l + 1) Pl(cos 0) + 1 = ~ (2 /+ 1) Pl(cos 0) 
l=1 l=0 
(1-5) 
which concludes our proof. 
APPENDIX 2 
Seismographs are being described in many articles. Although the mechanism of 
the various instruments i well exposed, little is said about the sensitivity of these 
sensors to different portions of the total field. We shall give here just a few examples. 
Vertical seismographs of any kind record only spheroidal modes (free oscillations, 
Rayleigh waves, P and SV type signals) and thus constitute the simplest device of 
removing the toroidal field. 
The elimination of the spheroidal modes from the total field is done by sensors 
which are capable of detecting the radial (Z component in cartesian coordinates) 
component of the curl of the displacement. Recalling that U = AlL + A2M + A3N 
we find ft = curl U = B2M + Bs curl M. But since MR = 0, we have 
~R ~ (curl M)R (2-1) 
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In cartesian coordinates ~ = (auy/Ox) -- (Ou~/ay). This second order entity is 
recorded on special rotational strain seismometers and allied devices. 
The combination of the output of two linear strain seismometers at right angles 
is another well-known device which removes the toroidal field. The extension of a 
line element in the direction (p, q) is given by p~exx -~ q2e~y H- pqe~,. The extension 
in the perpendicular direction (q, -p )  is 2 therefore q e= H- p2e~y - pqe~y . Their sum 
is simply e= -~ e~y. This operation is equivalent o taking the divergence of the 
field and since div M = 0 the toroidal modes are eliminated. The enhanced field is 
div L = V2~ = K~2¢, where ¢ is the longitudinal potential. This result also shows 
that e~ -~- e~y is independent of the directionality of the waves. 
Finally there exists the device of the virtuM rotation of the horizontal instru- 
mental components (e.g. NS, EW) in order to separate the radial and transversal 
field components (cylindrical system). This requires a pre-knowledge of the waves 
dii'ectionality. The method is useful only for the far field of body and surface waves 
provided the station is not located in a nodal line. It  cannot be used to separate 
spheroidal and toroidal parts of the non-radial field. I t  is of some interest o note 
that two perpendicular linear strain seismographs can be used to measure the rota- 
tional strain due to an incoming plane wave with preknown directionality. 
APPENDIX 3 
Consider a source at a point R = R~+I, 0 = ~ = 0 and a station at R = a. 
If a -+ oo R~+~ --* oo in such a way that a - R~+i = h remains unchanged, the 
sphere is transformed into an half-space. Coordinates, variables, and eigenfunctions 
of the spherical system go into the corresponding members in the cylindrical system 
(kr, 0, z). 
Coordinates, Derivatives, Wave-numbers 
a-~ ~ lira aO--+r a - R - -~z  sin 0--~0 0--~0 
1 1 dK  1 
1--+ oo 10 ----> Kr  - - -*  K - - - - * - -  - ---* dK  
a l K a 
cos 0 --+ 1 (3-1) 
f0 1-- z K/-'.}dK a 2 0 (3-3) 
These and the following transformations are meaningful only when infinite sums 
in the spherical system are transformed into integrals in the corresponding cy- 
lindrical system. 
Eigenfunct ions 
The known limit (Magnus and Oberhettinger, 1954) 
lim Pz cos = J a (Kr )  (3-4) 
(3-2) 
10 0 10  0 
- - - - - -+- -  ÷__  
a 00 Or I 00 OKr 
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can be used to show that  
1 Pz~(cosO) -~ J l (K r )  
l+ l  
(3-5) 
1 
1 P~ (cos 0) ÷ J l (K r )  
l(l -t- 1) sin 0 Kr  
1 0Pzl(cos 0) ÷ Jo(Kr)  - J l (K r )  
l(1 + 1) O0 Kr  
(3-6) 
(3-7) 
The radial functions are transformed by means of Debye asymptotic series 
( l----> ~ , a---+ oo , a - Rs+ l---+ h ) 
j / (K~ a) ~/K  2 -- K~ 2 h / (K ,  a) %/K  2 -- K~ 2 
+ -+ (3-8) 
j~(K~ a) K~ h~(K~ a) Ks 
j z " (K ,  a) K 2 - -  K~ 2 2 • 1 
a 3z(K~ a) hz(K. a) --~ (3-9) 
j z (K .  a) K~ 2 2K .x /K  ~ _ K ~ 
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